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She's Still There
Michelle Gale takes us on an intimate (and often hilarious) journey through her most difficult life experiences
to show us when we embrace our struggles and imperfections with awareness, humor, and love, our suffering
becomes our greatest strength.

Discerning the Voice of God
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A beautiful full-color interior design includes stories with complementary inspirational writings, quotes and
Bible verses. 144 page hardcover gift book.

Rainbow Study Bible-NIV
Engage in devotional, Christ-centered Bible reading and study with the distinctive, comprehensive notes and
practical application of The Lutheran Study Bible. This new Bible, which uses the English Standard Version,
is the first in English to be developed from the ground up with notes that are distinctively Lutheran, prepared
by Lutheran theologians and pastors from more than twenty Lutheran church bodies. Current Lutheran
scholarship, insights from the Church Fathers, and rich devotional commentary provide meaningful
perspective for both young and mature Christians.

Andrews Study Bible
An engaging discipleship tool designed to establish the foundations of Christian faith.

The Wealthy Speaker
Finding I Am - Bible Study Book
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"The Bible for every battle every man faces! This is a man's type of Biblestraight talk about the challenges of
life. Every Man's Bible has thousands of notes on topics from work, sex, and competition to integrity and
more and trusted advice from the pros, just for men. Every Man's Bible is written by the best-selling author of
the Every Man's series, Steve Arterburn. FEATURES -New International Version text -Book introductions
and 44 charts -Study Notes Help you gain a better perspective on a particular verse or passage -Men,
Women, and GodThis feature focuses on two of the most important relationships in every man's life: his
relationship with God and his relationships with women -Someone You Should KnowProfiles of men in the
Bible and what their lives can teach us about the importance of faith in our own lives -What the Bible Says
AboutGives insight into the Bible's vital message on all kinds of topics for daily living -PerspectivesGlean bits
of information from great men who have lived through many of the same issues and struggles that you face
-Personal GoldSound advice from the pros: Henry Blackaby, Stuart Briscoe, Tony Evans, David Jeremiah,
Gordon MacDonald, Bill McCartney, J.I. Packer, Joseph Stowell, and Chuck Swindoll."--Amazon.com

Destiny Christian Study Guide
The Holman Rainbow Study Bible has a unique color-coding system that allows readers to quickly and easily
identify twelve major themes of Scripture throughout the text: God, discipleship, love, faith, sin, evil,
salvation, family, outreach, commandments, history, and prophecy. Other features of the Bible include 12
pages of color maps with an index, a Bible reading calendar, concordance, subject guide, Harmony of the
Gospels, Words Which Have Changed in Meaning, "Know What God Says," Table of Weights and
Measures, "100 Popular Bible Passages," and "365 Popular Bible Quotations for Memorization and
Meditation."
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Sunlight and shadow; or, Gleanings from my life-work
What’s a woman to do if her life is not taking shape the way that she thought that it would? What happens
when she looks at herself in the mirror, lingering just a little longer than usual and realizes that she no longer
recognizes the person staring back at her? What does she do when she sees that, somehow, her life has drifted
away from all her original hopes, dreams, or plans? Speaker, blogger and writer Chrystal Evans Hurst wrote
this book because she was that woman. One day she realized that she had somehow wandered away from the
life that she had purposed to live a long time ago. Chrystal since discovered that this moment of awareness
happens to lots of women at different seasons of their lives. Poor decisions, a lack of intentionality or
planning, or a long-term denial of deep hopes and dreams can leave a woman, old or young, reeling from the
realization that she is lost, disappointed, or simply numb. And she just needs encouragement. This woman
simply needs someone to hold her hand, to cheer her on, and to believe with her that she is capable of still
being the person she intended to be or discovering the girl she never knew was there in the first place.
Chrystal uses her poignant story of an early and unexpected pregnancy, as well as other raw and vulnerable
moments in her life, to let readers know she understands what it’s like to try and find your way after some
missteps or decisions you didn’t plan on. In She’s Still There Chrystal emphasizes the importance of the
personal process and the beauty of that path as it is shared authentically from one girlfriend to another. It’s
a book of “me toos”, reminders of the hoped for, and challenges for the path ahead - to find direction,
purpose, and true satisfaction.

Bible Journaling Kit
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When regular-guy Larry Jaroque gets a big break and enters the fast-paced world of talk radio, he never
imagines the dark underbelly of broadcasting he's about to encounter. Desperate to find the coworker that's
sabotaging his budding career, Larry embarks on a journey of justice and revenge. Can Larry race against the
clock to find his saboteur, all while keeping his sexy girlfriend Vivien satisfied? Careers - and lives - hang in
the balance while an entire nation listens!

The Body Book
Here it is-a book that has all the "girl stuff" young girls have been dying to know about. The transition from
young girl to teenager makes the tween years a time of great change-especially in the body department! For all
of the questions adolescence raises, this unique and creative book for girls ages 7-11 answers the common
questions girls have during this often confusing and overwhelming stage in life. The Body Book gives girls the
scoop on everything from body changes and cramps to diet and exercise in an inviting and conversational
manner. Filled with fun magazine-type quizzes and imaginative activities, The Body Book not only offers
accurate, up-to-date information on personal issues tween girls experience but also shares it from a positive
biblical perspective. Above all, the message that all of these changes are a God thing is highlighted on each
and every page.

The Jeremiah Study Bible, NIV
The NIV Rainbow Study Bible has a unique color-coding system that allows readers to quickly and easily
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identify twelve major themes of Scripture throughout the text: God, discipleship, love, faith, sin, evil,
salvation, family, outreach, commandments, history, and prophecy. The system also underlines all words
directly spoken by God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. Other features of this Bible include 12 pages of color maps
with index, a Bible reading calendar, concordance, subject guide, Where to Find It, Outline of Old
Testament History, "Know What God Says," Table of Weights and Measures, "100 Popular Bible Passages,"
and "365 Popular Bible Quotations for Memorization and Meditation." The No. 1 fully color-coded Bible
with more than 2 million combined units sold!

Sword Study Bible-KJV-Giant Print
Deadlines. Expectations. Loss. Success. Responsibilities. Adulting. It can all be overwhelming. Just breathe.
Relax and let God soothe your soul. He knows the ups and downs, the highs and lows, the joys and sorrows.
Calm your mind and reach out to the One who gave you breath in the first place.

Naomi's Legacy
Majestic Rainbow Bible Tabs Perfect for those who carry their Bible with a sense of style. The festive rainbow
tabs are a visually pleasing way to find favorite Scriptures. 72 green foil-edged tabs for Bible from 7 inches up
to 12 inches. Set includes: Old and New Testament tabs, special notation tabs and a Life Verse tab. Tabs are
printed on both sides, come with a quick & easy placement guide and are placed in a compact 3.25" x 6.25"
package that can either hang on a hook or stand on a counter.
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Knowing God by Name
About the Book "Bible Study Made Simple" serves as a primer for quickly understanding major life-topics or
themes contained in the BibleGod's communication to all Mankind. With an easy-to-read total of 133 pages,
the book gives an overview of the history of God's dealings with the human race, beginning with Adam and
Eve and on down through following generations. The life-topics, which are common to all people, are
explained by hundreds of related verses from the Bible. About 80% of the book is quoted directly from the
wisdom and authority of the Scriptures, making it a dependable source. Besides individual use, "Bible Study
Made Simple" makes an excellent study-aid for discussion groups of all sizes, whether meeting in churches,
homes, or cafes. Anyone learning from it will gain stronger self-identity and purpose for both life and death.
So get your own copy or several for a study-group, and let the light shine into your heart. Everything needed
to be accepted by God, and to know Him personally is included. Check the Table of Contents. "Then you
will know the truth, and the truth will set you free" - John 8:32

The Purple Book, Updated Edition
Inspire Praise Bible NLT
Whether you've read the Psalms over and over or this is your first time, The Book of Psalms: For Creative
Jouranling is a new way to get up close and personal to one of the most beloved books of the Bible. The
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complete text of the Psalms is printed on non-bleed paper with two-inch margins for your notes,
illustrations, doodles, or coloring. You will see the Psalms come alive like never before.

My Creative Bible KJV
The ESV Church Bibleis an affordable, practical choice for churches to use as part of their weekly worship
services or outreach, featuring all-new typesetting, a durable cover, woodfree paper, and a sewn binding.

Steadfast Love - Bible Study Book
“The Joy Luck Club is one of my favorite books. From the moment I first started reading it, I knew it was
going to be incredible. For me, it was one of those once-in-a-lifetime reading experiences that you cherish
forever. It inspired me as a writer and still remains hugely inspirational.” —Kevin Kwan, author of Crazy
Rich Asians Amy Tan’s beloved, New York Times bestselling tale of mothers and daughters Four mothers,
four daughters, four families whose histories shift with the four winds depending on who's "saying" the
stories. In 1949 four Chinese women, recent immigrants to San Francisco, begin meeting to eat dim sum,
play mahjong, and talk. United in shared unspeakable loss and hope, they call themselves the Joy Luck Club.
Rather than sink into tragedy, they choose to gather to raise their spirits and money. "To despair was to wish
back for something already lost. Or to prolong what was already unbearable." Forty years later the stories and
history continue. With wit and sensitivity, Amy Tan examines the sometimes painful, often tender, and
always deep connection between mothers and daughters. As each woman reveals her secrets, trying to
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unravel the truth about her life, the strings become more tangled, more entwined. Mothers boast or despair
over daughters, and daughters roll their eyes even as they feel the inextricable tightening of their matriarchal
ties. Tan is an astute storyteller, enticing readers to immerse themselves into these lives of complexity and
mystery.

Majestic Rainbow Bible Tabs
"The Andrews Study Bible is an innovative and practical presentation of the Scriptures. It is designed for both
the new believer and the experienced Bible student." Inside flap.

ESV Church Bible (Black)
Every Man's Bible
The King James Version is the most published and printed version of the Bible to this day. For over four
centuries, the Word of God was defined as the King James Version of the Bible. No other version has ever
matched the beauty of its writing or the depth of its meaning. The KJV Sword Study Bible contains many
unique and distinctive features and resources, including the following: Words of God highlighted in red in
the Old Testament Words of Jesus highlighted in red in the New Testament Difficult terms underlined and
explained at the end of the verse Thematic study guide with over three thousand margin notes covering more
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than ninety topics, providing a years' worth of study that takes the reader through the Bible from cover to
cover Outlines and summaries at the beginning of each book Extensive treasury of biblical information on
history, science, prophecy, and more Topical concordance and maps Fifteen point, large print type size

KJV Rainbow Study Bible, Brown/Lavender Leathertouch, Indexed
Traditional Gold-Edged Set 84 gold foil-edged tabs for Bibles from 7 inches up to 12 inches. Set includes tabs
for Old and New Testaments and Catholic books. Also includes a selection of special tabs for marking your
concordance, note sections and even your own special Life Verse. Tabs are printed on both sides, come with
a quick and easy placement guide and are conveniently packaged in a compact 3.25" x 6.25" package that can
hang on a peg or stand on a counter.

NIV, Beautiful Word Coloring Bible, Hardcover
My Creative Bible is an exciting new concept in ways to experience the word of God in Scripture. This King
James Version Journaling Bible is single-column printed, with two-inch-wide ruled margins for note-taking,
scribing your reflections or creative expression. Nearly 400 hand-drawn, Scripture accompanying line-art
illustrations are placed throughout the Bible to enhance embracement of The Word. There is an index of the
Scripture artwork - line-art suitable for filling. Users will find this an invaluable visual tool for immersion and
Bible study. The Teal Imitation Leather Hardcover Edition features a lovely smooth cover with silver
debossed "My Creative Bible" into the quality man-made material with the look and feel of real leather (trade
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name LuxLeather). Silver foil debossed titling and beautiful, printed page-edges enhance the beauty of the
design. There is an attached ribbon page marker and an attached elastic band closure. Printed on highquality cream Bible paper with a standard black text size of 8.65 point. 1410 Pages.

The Joy Luck Club
There are times when worship overflows effortlessly from a heart full of gratitude and praise. And there are
times when God seems far and we feel we have nothing to offer. Throughout it all, God shows us His
steadfast love. Psalm 107 is a call to worship. It reminds us that each season of life is an opportunity to reveal
the anchor of our souls. In this 7-session Bible study, learn to face both storms and deserts with courage and
trust in Jesus, and discover how tests in our journeys of faith reveal the true condition of our hearts. For there
is no fear for the one who fears the Lord, the one whose soul is anchored in His steadfast love. Features:
Leader helps to guide questions and discussions within small groups Personal study segments with
homework to complete between 7 weeks of group sessions Benefits: Study Psalm 107 verse by verse. Learn to
face each season of life with courage and trust in Jesus. Witness how God delights in setting you free,
changing darkness into light, and bringing the dead to life. Discover how tests in your journey of faith reveal
the true condition of your heart.

Shine On, Beautiful Soul
Do you feel that the ability to hear God's voice is for other people and not for you? Is it only for people who
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lived in Biblical times? Not at all! The God who loved you enough to die for you loves you enough to talk to
you. And wherever you are in your spiritual walk, God will find a way to speak to you in a way you will
understand. Become acquainted with the Voice that has spoken from a fire and a cloud; with visible signs and
an invisible Spirit; through a burning bush and burning hearts. Hear from some of the most well-known
Christians in history about how God speaks to them—and discover for yourself how you can discern the
voice of God.

Inspire Praise
Footprints Gift Book
Scott Mann just started college and looked so forward to all the excitement life had to offer a young man
entering the world. Suddenly instead, he entered a world of grief, intense sadness, and despair when he lost
both of his parents unexpectedly. Scott had to make a choice to keep what was left of his family together and
became the principal guardian for three of his young siblings including a newborn infant. Unfortunately, this
decision cost him his girlfriend and only companion in which to seek comfort. Many angels from the
community, people from every diverse background, came alongside Scott to help him. Cindy Mason, a very
mysterious young woman, also came into his life and the lives of his young sisters in a very special way. Scott
and Cindy faced many challenges together that brought them and their love for one another closer. This love
was powerful enough to reach down into the depth of pain and grief in each of the hearts of this family.
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However, Cindy had a secret she kept from everyone around her. She was the missing Crown Princess
Charlotta of Sweden. Will Cindy's secret destroy the love between Scott, Cindy, and the girls and bring yet
another devastating loss into the lives of the Mann family? Or can they find yet another way to navigate
through the new challenges and public scrutiny they are sure to face? This book will inspire every reader to
cry and to laugh as they see how everyone in the community can be a hero and have a positive contribution
to those hurting the most.

Soaring with the Eagles
Bestselling author T.D. Jakes enlightens readers with a new Bible study guide based on the core messages and
Christian principles in Destiny. In Destiny, Bishop T.D. Jakes teaches readers how to find the courage to step
into their destiny and let the divine power of God influence the course of their lives. Most of us probably wish
we could control what will happen to us, but all experiences are part of a much bigger plan. In the DESTINY
CHRISTIAN WORKBOOK, Bishop T.D. Jakes helps readers forge a deeper relationship with God to
understand their own destiny, achieve their God-given aspirations, and ignore life's distractions. Each
interactive chapter offers Biblical strategies to equip readers in their pursuit of a purposeful life. This ultimate
companion book will encourage believers and all seekers of faith to acknowledge their predestined purpose.
Designed for individual and group study, with an appendix of leader's notes.

Bible Highlighters
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The NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Coloring Bible employs the proven stress-relieving benefits of adult coloring
to help quiet your soul, so you can reflect on the precious truths of Scripture. Perfect for all ages, the thick
white paper with lightly ruled lines in the extra-wide margins, provides ample space for your own artistic
expressions and journaling.

Blood in the Studio
This inspiring book takes an innovative look at the eagle and draws many thought-provoking analogies that
graphically illustrate practical lessons believers can learn from this majestic bird.

Majestic Bible Tabs Lavender Notebook
It is time to evaluate your current value system. How do you make decisions? Do you base them on cultural
references you find on TV or in movies? Do you ask your friendsand even strangerswhat they recommend?
Do some wrong ideas become so implanted in your mind that you need a bulldozer to clear them out? Can
the relationship between a pet dog and its owner tell us anything about our relationship to God? Author Criss
Cross The God Exchange uses everyday examples to look at how God created human beings and how it
impacts our decisions. We make decisions every day. Some are big, like buying a car or major appliance,
changing jobs, or getting married. Others are smaller, such as those involving what were going to wear and
eat. Every decision is made based on what we like and what we perceive as having good value. Cross shows
how the things we valueand the people whose opinions we valueinfluence our decisions, and not always in
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good ways. Many of us leave God completely out of the decision-making process. When that happens, there
are eternal consequences. As youll read in The God Exchange, some wrong decisions can be really funny and
amusing; others are not. They are all part of life and how God designed us as humans. Once youre aware of
what influences your decisions, you can be on your way to making better ones.

Bible Study Made Simple
The clarity, accuracy, and literary grace of the NIV text alongside the teaching of Dr. David Jeremiah creates
an interrelationship that is so essential to understanding the complete biblical message and what is says, what
it means, and what it means to you. The result is a Bible that can be read and used by all Christians who want
to grow in their faith by going deeper into God’s Word.

The Lutheran Study Bible
The bestselling Inspire Bible is a beautiful single-column, wide-margin New Living Translation coloring and
creative journaling Bible that has become a treasured legacy Bible for many. The Inspire PRAISE Bible has
even more beautiful line-art illustrations to color, with nearly 500 all-new full- and partial-page Scripture
illustrations attractively displayed throughout the Bible. Inspire PRAISE includes thirty-two colorful and
beautifully-designed transparent praise-themed journaling pages to enhance your coloring and creative
journaling journey through the Bible. They are placed throughout the Bible to provide extra space for
prayers, praises, or additional creative expression. Leave traces of faith--and PRAISE--throughout the Bible
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for a treasure that will truly inspire! The lightly-ruled, two-inch-wide margins offer additional space to write
notes and reflections or to draw and create. The nearly 11-point font is larger than most large print journaling
Bibles, and the thicker white Bible paper offers greater readability and brighter, purer display of added color
while responding creatively on the pages of the Bible.

The God Exchange
Majestic Bible Tabs Lavender Notebook Planner

The Book of Psalms
The #1-selling Inspire Bible is a beautiful single-column, wide-margin New Living Translation coloring and
creative journaling Bible that has become a treasured legacy Bible for many. The new Inspire PRAISE Bible
has even more beautiful line-art illustrations to color, with nearly 500 all-new full- and partial-page Scripture
illustrations attractively displayed throughout the Bible! Bonus features of Inspire PRAISE include even
thicker Bible paper; thirty-two colorful, transparent, praise-themed journaling pages to enhance your
coloring and creative journaling journey through the Bible; plus, three sheets of PRAISE-themed stickers and
a purple pocket in the back of the Bible for storing journaling embellishments. Leave traces of faith--and
PRAISE--throughout the Bible for a treasure that will truly inspire! The lightly-ruled, two-inch-wide margins
offer additional space to write notes and reflections or to draw and create. The 8.65-point font is larger than
most full-size journaling Bibles, and the high-quality Bible paper makes it a great choice for creatively
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responding to God's Word right on the pages of the Bible. BELOVED INSPIRE FEATURES Single-column
setting / Black letter text / 8.65-point font (Inspire has a larger font than many journaling Bibles!) Two-inchwide lightly ruled margins with space for personal reflections and creative art-journaling Nearly 500 all-new
designed Scripture line-art verses to color NEW INSPIRE PRAISE BONUS FEATURES Even thicker Bible
paper Warm white paper for increased readability and brighter, purer display of added color 32 colorful and
beautifully-designed see-through PRAISE journaling pages printed on high-quality tracing paper and placed
throughout the Bible provide extra space for prayers, praises, or additional creative expression 19 full-page
Scripture line-art illustrations to color Three 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" PRAISE-themed sticker sheets One 5" x 7" purple
pocket in the back of the Bible for storing Bible journaling embellishments

Majestic Traditional Gold-Edged Tabs
Your girlfriends believe in God but do they know He believes in them? His heart toward your friends is filled
with desire and determination to bless, help, and promote them. He wants to treat each one as “special.”
This book encourages, nurtures, and inspires friends to discover their unique beYOUtiful spirit.

In Knowing God by Name: A Personal Encounter, author Mary Kassian focuses on 35 Hebrew names of
God that describe His character, His relationships, and His purpose.

Just Breathe
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Mindful Parenting in a Messy World
"Join Lysa TerKeurst on the streets of Israel to explore the seven I AM statements of Jesus found in the
Gospel of John. Through this interactive, in-depth study we will be trading feelings of emptiness and
depletion for the fullness of knowing who Jesus is like never before."--

The Simple Joys of Christmas
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